Social Media

Across
1. If facebook is the most used social media, youtube is second, what is the third most used social media?
3. Social media lets us share _________, __________ and __________.
11. __________ are mostly influenced by social media and things online.
12. Which social media account has 1,710,000,000 monthly visitors?

Down
2. Social media lets the world have __________ with eachother.
4. Social media can be __________ if not used appriately.
5. Social media lets us share _________, _________ and _________.
6. Social media lets us share _________, _________ and _________.
7. The second most used social media is __________.
8. What social media network lets you share and message through photos?
9. What is voted the most dangerous social media?
10. Younger audiences are being easily manipulated by social media and parents/ communities are concered for their __________.